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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF OREGON
In the Matter of
Docket LC 70

PACIFICORP, dba PACIFIC POWER,
2019 Integrated Resource Plan

SIERRA CLUB’S OPENING COMMENTS
[REDACTED]
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Sierra Club appreciates the opportunity to comment on PacifiCorp’s 2019 Integrated Resource
Plan (IRP). These comments were prepared with the assistance of Synapse Energy Economics,
and they are based on a review of PacifiCorp’s input assumptions and analytical approach. These
comments are further informed by Sierra Club’s active participation in PacifiCorp’s 2019 IRP
public input meetings and all previous PacifiCorp IRP processes going back to 2011.
This IRP represents a step forward in many respects. PacifiCorp’s coal unit assessments that
identified several near-term economic coal retirements, not driven by specific capital
requirements, are a particularly laudable new element of PacifiCorp’s 2019 IRP. Sierra Club
recognizes that PacifiCorp devoted extensive resources to conducting these assessments, to
making additional modeling improvements, and to engaging stakeholders throughout the IRP
process.
Nevertheless, Sierra Club remains concerned about several critical elements of PacifiCorp’s IRP.
Overall, Sierra Club is concerned that:
(1)

PacifiCorp’s decision to keep operating Jim Bridger Units 3 and 4 through
2037, rather than retiring those units in the mid-2020s, is not well supported
by the evidence provided in this IRP.

(2)

PacifiCorp’s transmission Action Plan items are not well justified at this time.
Sierra Club’s specific sources of concern include:
•

The disconnect between the generation and transmission sections of
PacifiCorp’s Action Plan. PacifiCorp’s IRP does not commit to any specific new
generation resource builds, but instead includes a plan to use an all-source request
for proposals (RFP) to identify a least-cost set of generation projects. However,
the IRP does request Commission acknowledgment of several specific
transmission projects, including the $1.8 billion Gateway South line. The
Company justified these transmission projects based on generation resources
contained in the IRP Preferred Portfolio, resources to which the Company has not
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committed. If PacifiCorp’s all-source RFP results in resource decisions that
deviate from the IRP Preferred Portfolio, the Company’s proposed near-term
transmission expenditures could be rendered unnecessary.
•

Potential for lack of transparency and rigor in resource procurement
decisions. PacifiCorp’s choice to make resource procurement decisions through a
separate all-source RFP process raises the possibility that those decisions may not
be subject to the level of rigor and transparency associated with an open and
public IRP process.

•

Unnecessary resource additions under “reliability resource” methodology.
This IRP employed an unprecedented modeling approach wherein PacifiCorp
added incremental resources beyond those initially selected by its capacity
expansion model to ensure adequate levels of operating reserves. Unfortunately,
this methodology likely resulted in far more resources than are necessary to
maintain system reliability. PacifiCorp’s approach arbitrarily added 500
megawatts (MW) of incremental resources beyond the reserves needs identified
through its modeling. In addition, PacifiCorp overstated its calculated future
operating reserves requirements, leading to further unnecessary resource additions
in SO. These overstated reserves requirements increase portfolio costs, distort
new resource selection, and bias the Company’s analysis towards retaining
existing coal units.

•

Bridger’s coal mine capital costs were erroneously entered in the final
Preferred Portfolio. PacifiCorp’s modeling of its Preferred Portfolio incorrectly
applied the Company’s own coal mine capital cost assumptions. This error caused
the Company to understate the costs of its Preferred Portfolio and overstate the
benefits of that portfolio relative to alternative resource plans in which the Bridger
coal units retire earlier.

•

Understated coal price assumptions. The Company’s modeling assumed nearterm fuel prices at the Jim Bridger coal plant that are far lower than recent
historical levels. These lower fuel price assumptions bias the Company’s analysis
in favor of continuing to operate the Bridger coal units.

•

Failure to account for regulatory risk at Hunter and Huntington units. There
is a strong possibility that these units will be required to install selective catalytic
reduction (SCR) pollution controls during the 2020s. PacifiCorp’s IRP and capital
spending plans do not sufficiently account for this risk.

•

Overstated solar operations and maintenance (O&M) cost assumptions.
PacifiCorp assumed solar resources will face fixed O&M costs that are
approximately twice as high as industry-standard estimates. This assumption
biases the Company’s analysis against solar resources and in favor of existing
coal units.

•

Emissions reductions in the Preferred Scenario are a function of dispatch
assumptions, not retirements. PacifiCorp asserts that by 2030, it will reduce its
2

greenhouse gas emissions by nearly 60 percent from 2005 levels, and yet nearly
half of those emissions reductions only occur after 2027, and through 2027 the
majority of emissions reductions are only achieved through reduced dispatch, a
purely operational assumption.
•

PacifiCorp has excluded opportunities to refinance the remaining plant
balance of its existing coal fleet. PacifiCorp’s neighboring states in New Mexico
and Colorado have recently enacted securitization legislation, allowing the
remaining balance at existing coal plants to be refinanced upon retirement. Utah is
currently considering similar legislation. If PacifiCorp were to harness such
legislation, it would improve the ratepayer basis for retiring non-economic plants
while minimizing impacts to PacifiCorp’s bottom line. Instead, PacifiCorp elected
to assume, across the board, that the utility is entitled to full recovery of and on
remaining plant balance at otherwise non-economic coal plants.

Based on our review of PacifiCorp’s IRP, Sierra Club makes the following recommendations:
•

The Commission should not acknowledge any transmission expenditures in
PacifiCorp’s Action Plan unless they are contingent on the Company’s allsource RFP process identifying those expenditures as part of a least-cost
resource plan.

•

PacifiCorp’s RFP process must include a level of transparency similar to the
Company’s IRP process. Stakeholders should have the opportunity to participate
fully in the RFP process, particularly if that process leads to resource procurement
decisions that differ substantially from the IRP Preferred Portfolio.

•

PacifiCorp must better integrate an RFP process into its IRP process in
future years. Examples of such integrated processes can be found in other states,
such as Indiana and Colorado.

•

The Commission should require PacifiCorp to revise its “reliability
resource” methodology in its next IRP. In addition, the Commission should not
acknowledge any PacifiCorp resource decisions that are artifacts of the
unnecessary “reliability resources” included in this IRP. Sierra Club’s initial
review suggests that, in the absence of its unprecedented reliability resource
framework, PacifiCorp may have found a benefit to retiring all four Jim Bridger
units by the mid-2020s.

•

The Commission should require PacifiCorp to re-evaluate the economics of
each of its coal units in all future IRPs. Given the varied and evolving
economic pressures facing coal resources, it is critical that the Company continue
to assess the viability of each coal unit, both on an individual basis and in
combination.

•

The Commission should require that PacifiCorp’s future IRP analyses:
o Use reasonable, well-justified coal price assumptions;
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o Correctly apply the Company’s own Bridger coal mine capital cost
assumptions;
o Quantitatively capture and evaluate reasonably foreseeable environmental
compliance costs such as potential SCR requirements at the Hunter and
Huntington plants; and
o Use reasonable, up-to-date cost assumptions for new resources such as
solar and battery storage.
•

The Commission should investigate the potential for securitization to further
reduce ratepayer costs when non-economic coal plants retire.

2. RFP PROCESS CONCERNS
PacifiCorp’s Action Plan is the most important component of the 2019 IRP. While the Preferred
Portfolio provides one vision of how PacifiCorp may meet its resource needs over the next two
decades, it does not commit the Company to any particular resource choices. In contrast, the
Action Plan lays out specific, near-term expenditures that PacifiCorp is committing to make, and
for which the Company is seeking Commission acknowledgment.
The open-ended nature of the new generation resource section of PacifiCorp’s Action Plan raises
concerns. Other than a planned RFP for a small quantity of customer preference resources, the
Company’s only Action Plan item related to generation resource procurement involves
conducting an all-source RFP process. 1 The Action Plan does not specify the need that this RFP
is supposed to fulfill, the amount of resources sought, or any conditions on the term all-source.
The decision to issue an all-source RFP is not itself objectionable. However, the open-ended
nature of the new resources portion of the Action Plan raises three concerns:
1. The uncertainty in the generation resource section of the Action Plan is
inconsistent with PacifiCorp’s request for acknowledgment of specific new
transmission projects that only make sense in the context of specific renewable
generation projects.
2. There is no guarantee that the RFP process will be either transparent or rigorous.
3. It is not clear which, if any of PacifiCorp’s intended existing resource
replacements are contingent on the outcome of an RFP process.
We discuss each of these concerns in greater detail below.

1

PacifiCorp 2019 IRP, Volume I, pp. 23-24.
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A. Disconnect between transmission and generation resource Action Plan items
Although the generation resource section of PacifiCorp’s Action Plan section does not commit to
any particular resource builds, the transmission section is much more specific. PacifiCorp’s
Action Plan seeks Commission acknowledgment of plans to construct two major new
transmission lines 2 and complete transmission reinforcement projects in four separate parts of the
Company’s system. 3 The most significant transmission action item in PacifiCorp’s IRP is a plan
to construct and place in service the 400-mile, 500-kilovolt Gateway South transmission line by
December 2023. The Company estimates that this project will cost approximately $1.8 billion. 4
The problem with PacifiCorp’s transmission action items is that they are tied to notional
generation resources that the Company is not committed to developing and for which the
Company has not established a tangible need.
Table 1.1 of PacifiCorp’s IRP (part of which is reproduced below as Table 1) identifies the
Preferred Portfolio generation resources that are associated with the near-term transmission
expenditures that are included within the Company’s Action Plan. 5 This table shows, for
example, that the Gateway South project is designed to connect 1,920 MW of wind. Elsewhere,
the IRP states that the proposed timeline for developing Gateway South “is driven by the phaseout schedule of federal production tax credits (PTCs), particularly the 2023 in-service
requirement for 40 percent PTC eligibility.” 6 In other words, near-term PTC availability drives
the inclusion of 1,920 MW of wind included in the Preferred Portfolio, and the selection of that
wind in turn is the basis for the Gateway South Action Plan item. Similarly, northern Utah
transmission reinforcement projects included in PacifiCorp’s Action Plan are explicitly identified
as supporting Preferred Portfolio resource additions. 7

2

Gateway South and Boardman to Hemingway.
PacifiCorp 2019 IRP, Volume I, pp. 24-25.
4
Id., p. 8, Table 1.1.
5
Id., p. 8, Table 1.1.
6
Id., p. 74.
7
Id., p. 25.
3
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Table 1. Near-Term Transmission Projects Included in 2019 IRP Preferred Portfolio
Year

Resource(s)

2023

69 MW Wind (2023)
231 MW Solar (2024)

2024

354 MW Solar (2024)

2024

674 MW Solar (2024)

2024

1.920 MW W ind (2024)

2024

395 MW Solar (2024)
10 MW Wind (2029)

From

I

To

Within Southern UT
Transmission Area
Within Bridger \VY
Transmission Area
Within No1them UT
Transmission Area
Aeolus WY

I

UT North

Within Yakima WA
Transmission Ar ea

Description
Enables 300 MW of inierconn ection: UT Valley
345-138 kV + 138 kV reinforcement ($Sm)
Reclaimed transmission upon retiremeni of Jim
Bridger 1 ($0)
Enables 600 MW' of interconnection: No1them UT
345 kV reinforcement ($30m)
Enables 1.920 M\¥ of interconnection with 1. 700
MW ofTTC: Enen!y Gateway South ($1.752m)
Enables 405 MW of interconnection: local
reinforcement ($3m)

Source: PacifiCorp 2019 IRP, Volume I, p. 8.
But, critically, PacifiCorp is not committing to developing any of the generation resources from
its Preferred Portfolio. If PacifiCorp’s planned all-source RFP results in generation resource
procurements that deviate from the IRP Preferred Portfolio, the Company’s proposed near-term
transmission expenditures would be unnecessary and wasteful. The Company is asking the
Commission to approve billions of dollars in transmission projects on the basis of the possibility
that PacifiCorp might develop generation resources that would require those transmission
projects.
One possible solution to this concerning disconnect is for the Commission to condition
acknowledgment of PacifiCorp’s transmission Action Plan items on PacifiCorp demonstrating a
tangible need for transmission-connected generation resources and the all-source RFP process
verifying that those items are part of a least-cost resource plan. In this way the Commission
could avoid prematurely acknowledging costly near-term transmission plans that may not be
warranted.
Alternatively, the Commission could decline to acknowledge the proposed transmission projects
until PacifiCorp has demonstrated that those projects are part of a least-cost plan to meet
specified resource needs.
Regardless of which of these approaches it pursues, the Commission should ensure that
PacifiCorp’s all-source RFP procurement process accounts for the incremental transmission costs
associated with potential remote generation resources. Transmission expenditures included in the
Action Plan should be treated as the new, incremental costs that they are, not as sunk investments
for new generation resources to take advantage of at no additional cost. If local resource
developers can provide lower-cost projects by avoiding incremental transmission, PacifiCorp
should seek to meet its system requirements through such local resources, including distributed
generation, distributed storage, and demand-side management programs.
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B. Need for transparency and oversight in RFP process
PacifiCorp’s 2019 IRP, and its associated Preferred Portfolio, marks the culmination of a process
that involved extensive modeling and regular stakeholder engagement. While Sierra Club has
concerns with some aspects of the IRP and the Preferred Portfolio, we appreciate the effort that
PacifiCorp has put into its IRP analyses and the level of transparency that the IRP process has
afforded. Yet, given the nature of the IRP Action Plan, the generation resource selection
component of the IRP may have little, if any, bearing on PacifiCorp’s future resource
procurement. Instead, resources will be procured through an all-source RFP. This raises the
concern that the ultimate resource selection process may be much less transparent and rigorous
than the IRP.
To address this concern, Sierra Club recommends that the Commission ensure that PacifiCorp’s
RFP process contain a level of transparency that is similar to its IRP process. The Commission
should require that PacifiCorp receive approval on the form of the all-source RFP prior to its
issuance, that PacifiCorp engage an independent assessor who exclusively reports back to the
Commission, and that PacifiCorp identify and explain any substantial deviations between its IRP
Preferred Portfolio and the near-term resource plans that result from the RFP process.
C. Lack of clarity on whether existing resource retirement decisions would be
impacted by RFP results
An important aspect of an all-source RFP is that it is meant to elicit a least-cost portfolio of
resources, rather than pre-select individual technologies. A well-designed all-source RFP could
identify a portfolio of new clean energy resources that costs less than the IRP Preferred Portfolio.
Under such a circumstance, it is possible that the RFP results could underprice existing fossil
resources more than PacifiCorp currently anticipates. However, because the RFP will be
conducted separately from the IRP process, it appears unlikely that PacifiCorp’s process will
enable the RFP results to affect its decisions regarding existing resources. To address this
concern, Sierra Club recommends that PacifiCorp’s RFP resource assessments allow potential
new resources to displace existing coal resources when searching for a least-cost outcome.
D. Potential for better integration of RFP and IRP processes
In the future, the Company could reduce the potential for disconnects between its IRP Preferred
Portfolio and near-term resource procurement by better integrating its RFP and IRP processes.
Some utilities and states have successfully adopted a process in which the issuance of an RFP is
a step in the IRP process. For example, Northern Indiana Public Service Company’s (NIPSCO)
2018 IRP incorporated an RFP process that revealed that renewable resource options were
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cheaper than some generic estimates had indicated. 8 In Colorado, regulated utilities are required
to issue RFPs as part of their resource planning processes. 9
The approaches used by NIPSCO and Colorado utilities ensure that resource options modeled in
the IRP process are tied to concrete potential projects. This approach could resolve each of Sierra
Club’s core concerns with the RFP component of PacifiCorp’s Action Plan.
During the stakeholder process, Sierra Club and other parties recommended that PacifiCorp
consider issuing either a full-scale RFP or an explicit market-testing RFP to inform costs and
assumptions in the IRP. If a formal RFP or market-testing RFP had been conducted as part of
PacifiCorp’s IRP, the Company would be more confident that its proposed near-term
transmission expenditures are justified by their association with low-cost generation resource
projects. Embedding an RFP within an IRP process that is already designed to solicit stakeholder
feedback would also ensure a greater degree of transparency with respect to the Company’s
resource procurements. Finally, grounding IRP new resource cost assumptions in recent RFP
results would allow for greater confidence in PacifiCorp’s assessments of existing coal units
relative to potential new resources.
3. PACIFICORP’S “RELIABILITY RESOURCE” MODELING APPROACH IS NOT
SUPPORTED AND LIKELY RESULTS IN UNNECESSARY COSTS.
One of the most untested and impactful aspects of PacifiCorp’s 2019 IRP process is the
Company’s new method for ensuring that its Preferred Portfolio contains enough flexible
resources to maintain system reliability. As in previous IRPs, the Company made use of two
models to develop and evaluate alternative portfolios: the System Optimizer (SO) capacity
expansion model and the Planning and Risk (PaR) production cost model. However, the greatest
difference between the 2019 IRP modeling and the modeling conducted for previous IRPs lies in
the iteration between these two models.
In previous IRPs, for each scenario PacifiCorp would run SO once to create a low-cost portfolio
and would then run PaR to develop detailed cost and reliability metrics for that portfolio. For the
2019 IRP, the Company still used SO to develop an initial portfolio, and still ran that portfolio
through PaR, but only used its initial PaR runs for the purposes of “reliability” assessments. 10
PacifiCorp used these assessments to identify any capacity reserve shortfalls associated with the
initial SO portfolio. PacifiCorp would then re-run SO, holding constant the resources selected in
the initial SO run but allowing the model to add or accelerate “reliability resources” including
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NIPSCO, 2018 Integrated Resource Plan (Oct.2018), available at https://www nipsco.com/our-company/aboutus/regulatory-information/irp.
9
4 Colo. Code Regs. § 723-3-3616.
10
PacifiCorp 2019 IRP, Volume II, Appendix R, pp. 609-611.
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batteries, energy efficiency, gas peaking resources, and pumped storage resources. 11 The
Company based the level of incremental “reliability resources” to be added in the secondary,
“reliability” SO runs on the maximum hourly reserves shortfall identified through the PaR
reliability assessment plus an additional 500 MW buffer to account for uncertainty in reserves
requirements. 12 PacifiCorp used these “reliability runs” in SO to develop “reliability portfolios”
that were ultimately run through PaR to develop detailed cost, risk, and reliability metrics. Figure
1 displays the core differences between the portfolio development processes used in PacifiCorp’s
2017 and 2019 IRPs.
Figure 1. Portfolio Development Process, 2019 IRP vs. 2017 IRP

20171RP

20191RP

Optimized
Portfolio

SO Run
(Serve Load + 13% PRM)

SO Run
(Serve Load+ 13% PRM)

Pre-Reliability
Optimized
Portfolio

Add "Reliability
Resources"

Maximum Hourly

Operating Reserves
Shortfall from PaR

+

Post-Reliability
Portfolio

Additional
SOOMW

Source: PacifiCorp 2019 IRP, Volume II, pp. 609-611
Sierra Club recognizes the importance of maintaining enough flexible capacity to ensure system
reliability in a high-renewables future. Sierra Club further understands that meeting energy and
peak capacity requirements is not necessarily sufficient to ensure the reliability of a portfolio,
particularly as ramping and other ancillary service requirements increase. However, Sierra Club
is concerned that some elements of PacifiCorp’s “reliability run” approach are poorly supported,
will result in unnecessarily high system costs, and may have biased the Company’s modeling
against further economic coal plant retirements.

11
12

Id., Appendix R, p. 611.
Id., Appendix R, p. 610.
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A. PacifiCorp’s incremental 500 MW of “reliability resources” is not supported by
the evidence provided by the Company, and appears to double-count reserve
requirements.
Sierra Club’s greatest concern with PacifiCorp’s new, “reliability run” methodology is its
inclusion of an additional 500 MW of capacity beyond any shortfalls identified through its PaR
modeling runs. This 500 MW incremental requirement relied on double-counting various risks
and uncertainties, is grounded in operational practice during a single historical year rather than
an assessment of future needs, and amounts to an arbitrary rejection of the actual modeling and
analyses that the Company conducted.
PacifiCorp claimed that the incremental 500 MW are needed “to address significant day-ahead,
hour-ahead and real-time unknowns in market supply,” including variances in load, thermal plant
outages, and renewable generation output. 13 But the portfolios that PacifiCorp developed already
account for these sorts of “unknowns” through the Company’s application of a target planning
reserve margin (PRM), hourly operating reserves requirements, and conservative market reliance
limits.
All of the Company’s SO runs incorporate a 13 percent PRM based on PacifiCorp’s own PRM
study. 14 The Company’s PRM study was designed to identify a reserve margin that meets
reliability targets at a “low reasonable cost,” 15 accounting for variability and uncertainty in future
load and generation capability. 16 According to PacifiCorp, the purpose of its PRM is to “ensure
that [the] . . . IRP portfolios a) meet customer load b) while maintaining operating reserves, c)
meeting a one day in ten year reliability target, d) at a low reasonable cost.” 17 In addition,
PacifiCorp conducted a Flexible Reserve Study (FRS) to estimate the amount of reserves needed
“to manage variations in load, variable energy resources (VERs), and resources that are not
VERs” in each of its balancing authority areas. 18 Based on the FRS, PacifiCorp’s PaR modeling
applied portfolio-specific hourly reserves requirements to cover “the combined deviations of the
load, wind, solar and Non-VERs on PacifiCorp’s system.” 19 Finally, PacifiCorp conducted its
own study of regional resource availability and set strict limits on market reliance in all of its
modeling runs to ensure that it would not rely excessively on uncertain market availability. 20
Thus, prior to adding the 500 MW of incremental “reliability resources” PacifiCorp has,
theoretically, already accounted for “unknowns in market supply,” uncertainty in regional

13

Id., Appendix R, p. 610.
PacifiCorp 2019 IRP, Volume I, p. 97; PacifiCorp 2019 IRP, Volume II, Appendix I , pp. 137-146.
15
North American Reliability Corporation. Reserve Margin (NERC) M-1 available at
https://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/ri/Pages/PlanningReserveMargin.aspx (last accessed Jan. 9, 2020).
16
PacifiCorp 2019 IRP, Volume II, Appendix I, p. 137.
17
Id.
18
Id., Appendix F, p. 77.
19
Id., Appendix F, p. 78.
20
Id., Appendix F, p. 155.
14
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resource availability, variability and uncertainty in future load and generation capacity,
variations in load and variable energy resource output, and reliability requirements. The addition
of the incremental 500 MW of “reliability resources” were not justified by PacifiCorp’s
explanation and, as detailed below, were not supported by any of the Company’s evidence.
The details of the calculations underlying PacifiCorp’s incremental 500 MW capacity
requirement further show that this requirement is not needed and is redundant with capacity
requirements incorporated during other stages of the Company’s modeling. The Company’s IRP
explains that the 500 MW value was calculated by rounding the sum of 295 MW representing
2018 “capacity held in reserve that is incremental to the 13 percent planning margin” and 241
MW “held in reserve to mitigate risk during peak load conditions.” 21 Neither of these values are
justified based on the evidence provided by the Company.
The Company states that the 295 MW value represents “capacity held in reserve,” implying that
PacifiCorp’s operators were required to hold that amount in operational reserve to maintain the
system. However, the 295 MW is derived as the difference between the amount of reserves held
during a single peak hour in 2018 and the quantity of reserves associated with a 13 percent
reserve margin during that hour. 22 In other words, PacifiCorp’s approach assumes that since the
Company held 16 percent in reserves during the peakiest hour of 2018, it should ensure that it
maintains reserves consistent with a 16 percent 2018 reserve margin in all future years. This is a
clear case of the Company disregarding its own extensive PRM and FRS analyses and
supplementing its modeled requirements with additional reserve requirements based on a single
hour of historical operational data. PacifiCorp’s approach both implicitly rejects the Company’s
own 13 percent PRM assumption and does not consider the possibility that the hourly reserves
requirements already applied as a result of its FRS study may be greater than 13 percent in some
hours.
The Company’s inclusion of the additional 241 MW to reflect “risk during peak load conditions”
is even less reasonable than the 295 MW increment. PacifiCorp calculated the 241 MW quantity
as the average difference between actual and forecasted loads during high-load hours in 2018. 23
These load variations appear to represent exactly the sort of deviations that are covered by the
reserves requirements resulting from PacifiCorp’s PRM and FRS analyses. In addition to being
redundant with PRM and FRS requirements, these incremental 241 MW are almost certainly
double-counted with the Company’s application of 295 MW to account for reserves historically
held during peak load times. Finally, in each of PacifiCorp’s identified averaged 2018 high-load

21

Id., Appendix R, p. 611.
Attachment “Attach Sierra Club 3.4-1 CONF.xlsx” to PacifiCorp Response to Sierra Club Data Request No. 3.4,
tab “Summary.”
23
Attachment “Attach Sierra Club 3.4-2 CONF.xlsx” to PacifiCorp Response to Sierra Club Data Request No. 3.4,
tab “Summary.”
22
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hours, PacifiCorp forecasted substantially greater demand than actually materialized. Therefore,
what PacifiCorp casts as uncertainty requiring incremental reserves is actually an upward bias in
the Company’s load forecast, which indicates that the Company may be holding excessive
reserves during peak periods. In short, not only was PacifiCorp unlikely to be short of capacity
during those hours, a core component of its “reliability resource” requirement is derived from
over-forecasting demand.
Overall, there is no evidence to support PacifiCorp’s decision to add 500 MW of incremental
capacity requirements from a limited set of resource options to each of the portfolios it assessed.
Sierra Club recommends that the Commission ignore modeling results that are artifacts of this
500 MW requirement and require PacifiCorp to revise or eliminate this aspect of its modeling in
its next IRP.
B. PacifiCorp’s FRS overstates the Company’s future operating reserves
requirements.
Besides arbitrarily adding 500 MW to its reserves requirements in a manner that is inconsistent
with its PRM and FRS analyses and unsupported by the provided documentation, PacifiCorp
calculated its underlying operating reserves requirements in a manner that overstated its future
need for reserves. PacifiCorp’s calculations misrepresent the nature of current operations within
the Western Energy Imbalance Market (EIM) and do not account for known and likely
developments in the EIM that would reduce PacifiCorp’s need to hold operating reserves.
PacifiCorp’s method for calculating its hourly operating reserves requirements involved
estimating the uncertainty in generation output. PacifiCorp calculates this “uncertainty” as the
historical deviation between hourly base schedules submitted to the EIM (i.e. what EIMparticipating generators would be expected to output in the absence of the EIM) and the actual
metered output at each generator. 24 But a substantial fraction of these deviations reflects not
uncertainty but, rather, specific operational decisions to adjust unit output levels in response to
real-time price signals provided by the EIM. Indeed, these deliberate, cost-saving adjustments to
base schedules represent one of the core benefits of the EIM. In incorrectly assuming that all
historical deviations between hourly base schedules and actual generation represent unforeseen
variability rather than intentional adjustments, PacifiCorp overestimated the degree of
operational uncertainty and its need for reserves to address that uncertainty.
PacifiCorp further overstated its future operating reserves requirements by failing to account for
the increased system diversity benefits that result from additional utilities joining the EIM. As
PacifiCorp explained, the EIM reduces the quantity of reserves that each of its participants needs
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to hold by pooling variability in load, wind output, and solar output. 25 The Company used
historical data to estimate that this EIM diversity benefit reduces PacifiCorp’s regulation reserves
requirements by about 16 percent. 26 But this historical benefit only accounts for the diversity
provided by the electric systems that participated in the EIM in 2019. As PacifiCorp’s IRP
highlights, more participants are expected to join the EIM over the next three years than have
joined in the entire history of the EIM to date. 27 These additional participants will bring
incremental diversity benefits. 28 In not accounting for these incremental benefits, PacifiCorp
overstated its future reserves requirements.
Besides adding new participants, the EIM is likely to evolve in ways that will further reduce
reserves requirements in the coming decade. According to PacifiCorp, EIM participants are
currently exploring the potential benefits of an extended day-ahead market (EDAM) in the
west. 29 An EDAM would result in further cost reductions and increased system diversity benefits
by incorporating day-ahead unit commitment and scheduling rather than just real-time
scheduling adjustments. 30 Since the nature of the future EDAM is uncertain, PacifiCorp has not
evaluated the implications of the EDAM for its reserves requirements. 31 Yet, while the details
remain unclear, any realistic version of the EDAM would only reduce PacifiCorp’s operating
reserves requirements. In not accounting for these effects the Company further overstated future
operating reserve requirements.
C. PacifiCorp’s flawed “reliability resource” additions substantially affect portfolio
costs, resource selection, and coal unit retirement decisions.
By requiring the addition of incremental capacity, the Company’s “reliability resource” modeling
resulted in increased costs. For example, PacifiCorp’s “mid” scenario SO modeling indicates that
the “reliability” version of the Company’s Preferred Portfolio would result in
in
incremental net present value (NPV) costs relative to the initial, “pre-reliability” version of the
same portfolio. 32 Since the resources added in the “reliability run” were added to meet overstated
reserves needs (including both operating reserves requirements applied within PaR runs and the
500 MW added on to the Company’s calculated reserves requirements), the costs associated with
many of those incremental resources are likely unnecessary.
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PacifiCorp's use of overstated and poorly supported reserves requirements in its reliability rnns
also affects near- and medium-te1m resource decisions in impo1tant ways. Under the initial, "prereliability'' version of the Company's Preferred Po1tfolio, no new gas resources are built until
33
Yet under the "reliability n m" version of the Preferred Po1tfolio that PacifiCmp 's IRP
advances, the first new gas unit is built in 2026. 34
The Company's reliability rnns also have weighty implications for its coal retirement decisions.
The po1tfolios that PacifiCorp ' s IRP focused on included a po1tfolio labeled P-45, upon which
the Preferred Po1tfolio is based, and a po1tfolio labeled P-36. The key difference between these
p01tfolios is that under P-45 one lmit at the Jim Bridger plant retires in 2023, one retires in 2028,
and the remaining two units continue operating through 2037, whereas under P-36 all four
Bridger lmits retire in 2025.35 PacifiCorp 's pre-reliability, base SO rnns indicated that P-36 was
lower-cost than the Company's Preferred P-45 by
in NPV tenns (see Table 2). 36
However, the Company's post-reliability SO mns indicated that P-36 would cost $73 million
more than P-45 in NPV te1ms. 37 This
differential, which arises directly from
PacifiCorp's application of overstated rese1ves requirements, was evidently a decisive factor in
the Company's decision to pursue the near-te1m retirement of only one Bridger unit rather than
all four units.

Table 2. NPV Revenue Requirements Under Pre-Reliability and Post-Reliability Runs, P45 & P-36 (2018 $Million)

Pre-Reliability
Post-Reliability
Change

P-45
$21,185
$21,480
$294

P-45 minus P-36
$120
($73)
($194)

P-36
$21,065
$21,553
$488

Source: PacifiCorp SO Output Workpapers
The role of PacifiCorp's rese1ves requirement assumptions in its decision to keep operating
Bridger Units 3 and 4 through 2037 is further indicated by the Company's projections of those
units ' operations. Under the mid scenario Preferred Po1tfolio SO n m, from 2026 through 2037
Bridger Unit 3 has an average capacity factor of about
percent an d Bridger Unit 4 has an

I
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average capacity factor of about percent. 38 It is unlikely that either unit would be able to
provide sufficient energy value to offset its costs while operating with such remarkably low
frequency. However, PacifiCorp’s new reliability resource methodology assigns greater value to
these units by exaggerating the Company’s need for non-variable generation resources to provide
ancillary services.
4. JIM BRIDGER’S COAL MINE CAPITAL COSTS ARE IN ERROR IN THE
PREFERRED PORFOLIO.
PacifiCorp used an incorrect scenario for the capital costs of the Bridger coal mine in the
Preferred Portfolio, a material error leading PacifiCorp to understate the cost the Preferred
Portfolio by about
in NPV terms. This same error does not appear in other scenarios
that test earlier retirements of the Jim Bridger plant. As a result, the Company’s selection of a
later retirement date for Jim Bridger 3 & 4 is in error, and the Company has over-stated the cost
to retire the whole plant earlier.

-

PacifiCorp’s IRP modeling incorporates forecasted capital expenditures at the Bridger coal mine
that is co-located with the Company’s Jim Bridger coal plant. This is because, PacifiCorp
explains, Bridger mine capital costs are recoverable from the Company’s retail customers. 39 For
the 2019 IRP, PacifiCorp developed several different sets of alternative Bridger coal mine
retirement and capital cost assumptions. The Company selected one of the alternative Bridger
coal mine plans for each resource portfolio, based primarily on the Bridger coal unit retirement
assumptions associated with that portfolio. 40 Unfortunately, the Company’s modeling of its
Preferred Portfolio mistakenly applied Bridger coal mine capital costs associated with the wrong
Bridger coal mine plan. This error caused the Company to understate the costs of its Preferred
Portfolio and overstate the benefits of that portfolio relative to alternative resource plans in
which the Bridger coal units retire earlier.
PacifiCorp’s discovery responses indicate that its Preferred Portfolio, a variant of portfolio P-45,
is associated with the Company’s “Opt F Mine Plan,” under which the Bridger Surface Mine
closes in 2028. 41 This mine closure date is linked to the Company’s assumption that Bridger Unit
2 will retire in 2028 under the Preferred Portfolio. However, PacifiCorp’s modeling erroneously
applied Bridger mine capital cost assumptions associated with its “Opt E Mine Plan,” under
which the Bridger Surface Mine closes in 2022. This mine plan is associated with portfolios in
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Workpaper “SO Portfolio I19-P45CNW-MMR_1909221006_CONF.xlsm”, tab “Capacity Factor,” row 28-29.
PacifiCorp Response to Sierra Club Data Request No. 3.28(b).
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which multiple Bridger coal units retire by 2022, such as portfolio P-35.42 It is clearly not
intended to be applied to the Preferred P01tfolio, in which no Bridger lmits retire by 2022.
P-45'°
OptF

2022

P-35
Alt. Mine
Plan
2025

2021

2024

2021

Portfolio
Bridger Mine Plan Name

P-03
OptF

P-04
OptE

Final Bridger Mine Closure
Date44
Final Capital Year in SO Input
Workbooks 45

2028
2027

2028

PacifiCorp ' s mistaken use of Opt E Mine Plan capital cost assumptions in its Preferred Po1tfolio
modeling led it to substantially understate the costs of that po1tfolio. Under the Opt E Mine Plan,
the Bridger coal mine
by 2022. 46 Under the Opt F Mine
Plan, Bridger coal mine annual capital costs increase from
in 2019 to~
in
2020 and 2021, and the mine continues to incur new capital costs through .
. Confidential
Figure 2 displays the difference between the Opt E Mine Plan capital cost assumptions
enoneously included in PacifiCoip's Prefened Portfolio modeling and the Opt F Mine Plan
assumptions that the Company should have used. In total, PacifiCorp 's mistaken use of Opt E
Mine Plan assumptions led it to understate the cost the Prefen ed Po1t folio by aboutin NPV te1ms.

42

Id.

43
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Confidential Figure 2. Preferred Portfolio Bridger Mine Capital Costs, As Modeled and
Corrected

Sources: PacifiCorp "CapEx Rev Req " Workpapers
Con ecting PacifiC01p 's mine capital cost en or by itself makes the Prefened Po1ifolio more
costly than alternative p01ifolios with earlier Bridger unit retirement dates under the Company's
"mid" assumptions. Table 8.4 of PacifiC01p's IRP indicates that, under medium assumptions, P45CP is $13 million less costly than P-48CP (in which Bridger Units 3 and 4 retire in 2033 rather
than 2037) and $27 million less costly than P-47CP (in which Bridger Units 3 and 4 retire in
2035).48 Both of these differentials ar ~ than the impact of correcting PacifiC01p's
Preferred Portfolio mine capital cost error.
Con ecting the Company's mine capital cost error also makes the Prefe1Ted Po1ifolio less costeffective relative to all other alternative p01ifolios. These include Po1ifolio P-36, in which all
Bridger coal units retire by 2025.
5. UNDERSTATED BRIDGER FUEL PRICE ASSUMPTIONS
The Company's fuel price assumptions constitute another aspect of PacifiC01p 's IRP that is
unreasonably biased in favor of the continued operation of the Bridger coal units. For this IRP,
PacifiC01p developed a different set of Bridger fuel price assumptions for each po1ifolio. Under
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-

the Company’s preferred P-45 portfolio, PacifiCorp assumed that average delivered fuel prices at
the Bridger plant would be
per million British thermal units (mmBtu) in 2019, would
remain below
per mmBtu in every year through 2027, and would remain below
per
49
mmBtu through 2033. According to data reported by PacifiCorp to the U.S. Energy
Information Administration (EIA), these fuel cost assumptions are far below recent historical
values. 50 Confidential Figure 3 shows that the weighted annual average of delivered coal prices
at the Bridger plant was greater than $2.80 per mmBtu in each year from 2016 through 2018.
Through the first 10 months of 2019, Bridger delivered prices averaged $2.74 per mmBtu,
percent higher than PacifiCorp’s 2019 assumption.

-

I

Confidential Figure 3. Bridger Delivered Fuel Price, P-45 Projected vs. Historical

Sources: Form EIA-923; PacifiCorp Workpaper “SO Portfolio I19-P36CPMMR_1910081224_CONF”
Besides projecting near-term prices that are lower than recent levels, PacifiCorp optimistically
projects that the growth rate of coal prices will be far lower than historical levels. During the
decade from 2009 through 2018, annual average delivered coal prices at the Bridger plant
increased by 99 percent in nominal terms. Yet PacifiCorp projects that delivered Bridger coal
prices will
in nominal terms during the decade from 2019 through 2028.

49
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CONFIDENTIAL Workpaper “SO Portfolio I19-P36CP-MMR_1910081224_CONF”, tab "StaMoFuel."
U.S. EIA, Form EIA-923, pp. 3 (Boiler Fuel Data) and 5 (Fuel receipts and Costs), available at
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.
50
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The Company’s unreasonably low Bridger fuel price assumptions understate the cost of
continuing to operate the Bridger units. These assumptions therefore bias the Company’s
analysis in favor of continuing to operate those units.
6. SCR RISKS AT HUNTER AND HUNTINGTON PLANTS
PacifiCorp’s coal unit economic analyses marked a step forward from past IRPs. However, these
analyses, and the subsequent portfolios, did not capture some of the major regulatory risks facing
the Company’s coal units. This is particularly true in the case of potential pollution control
retrofits at PacifiCorp’s Hunter and Huntington coal plants.
In 2016 the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued a final rule under the Clean Air
Act’s regional haze regulations that required the installation of SCR controls at Hunter Units 1
and 2 and Huntington Units 1 and 2 by August 2021. 51 Rather than install the controls,
PacifiCorp sued EPA over the requirements and the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals stayed
implementation of the rule pending resolution of the litigation. That case is still pending. In the
interim, the state of Utah has submitted to EPA a revised state plan that would roll back the SCR
requirement at all four units. At this juncture, EPA must evaluate the science to verify whether
the agency somehow erred in its 2016 rule by requiring the SCRs.
Importantly, it would be difficult for EPA to lawfully reverse itself and negate the SCRs at
Hunter and Huntington, because the legal, technical and scientific record shows that SCR
retrofits are extremely cost effective per agency metrics. EPA estimated the costs of SCR to
range from $2,380 to $2,563 per ton of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) removed. 52
These estimates are much lower than other EPA-approved SCRs at coal units in the west where
EPA required SCR under the regional haze program. For example, in its Arizona rule, EPA
found SCR costs to be reasonable for Cholla Units 2, 3, and 4 at $3,114 to $3,472 per ton of NOx
removed, for Apache Units 2 and 3 at $2,275 to $2,908 per ton, and for Coronado Unit 1 at
$2,405 per ton. 53 For Colorado’s Hayden Station Units 1 and 2, EPA relied on average costeffectiveness estimates of $3,385 per ton and $4,064 per ton. 54 For Wyoming, EPA found SCR
to be the Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) at units for which costs greatly exceeded
the cost for SCR on PacifiCorp’s Utah units. EPA found SCR costs of $4,424 to $4,461 per ton
(in 2008 dollars) to be reasonable for Laramie River Station Units 1-3. 55 SCR costs of $4,036 per
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ton (in 2008 dollars) were deemed reasonable for Wyodak. 56 SCR costs of $2,635 per ton (in
2008 dollars) were deemed reasonable for Dave Johnston Unit 3, 57 and SCR costs of $3,469 per
ton (in 2008 dollars) were determined to be reasonable for Naughton Unit 3. 58
Therefore, should the current EPA reverse course and try to change its prior regulatory approach
at the Hunter and Huntington units, it could end up doing so only temporarily because it is
indisputable that these two coal plants degrade air quality at some of the country’s most iconic
national parks: Capitol Reef National Park, Canyonlands National Park, Arches National Park,
Bryce Canyon National Park, Zion National Park, Grand Canyon National Park, Black Canyon
of the Gunnison Wilderness, Flat Tops Wilderness Area, and Mesa Verde National Park. And
while the current EPA may not require SCR installation at Hunter or Huntington, it remains
highly likely that these two plants will face SCR requirements at some point within the coming
decade.
PacifiCorp is dismissive that any future EPA will continue to require SCR retrofits in any
meaningful timeframe. In response to a discovery request, PacifiCorp stated that it did not
anticipate that the installation of SCR would be required on Hunter or Huntington prior to 2028,
and that the units would be “re-evaluated” after 2029. 59 This view woefully understates the
economic risks facing these units.
As described, the potential for SCR requirements at the four Hunter and Huntington units
remains a substantial economic risk. PacifiCorp’s workpapers indicate that SCR requirements
would result in NPV capital costs greater than
(in 2018 dollars) at each of these
60
units. The Company’s analysis indicates that installing SCR at all four units would require
about
in NPV capital expenditures. In addition, SCR systems at these units would
result in incremental operations and maintenance (O&M) costs. 61
Yet, PacifiCorp’s IRP did not seriously evaluate the economic risks associated with potential
SCR requirements at the Hunter or Huntington units. In every IRP portfolio but one, Huntington
Units 1 and 2 were assumed to retire in 2036 and Hunter Units 1 and 2 were assumed to retire in
2042. 62 The only portfolio in which the units were provided an earlier retirement date was a
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single scenario assessing the retirement of all coal-fired units by 2030. 63 Similarly, the only case
for which PacifiCorp assumed SCR requirements at the Hunter and Huntington units was the
Regional Haze Reference Case. Since this case was never compared to a case in which units
retire earlier rather than installing SCR, its only value is in establishing the obvious fact that SCR
requirements result in increased system costs.
The lack of inclusion of earlier retirement dates for Hunter Units 1 and 2 or Huntington Units 1
and 2 in any of PacifiCorp’s IRP portfolios, or even in any of the “stacked retirement” cases that
the Company evaluated in the earlier stages of its IRP process, may be a result of the findings
from PacifiCorp’s initial, unit-specific coal economic analyses. These assessments indicated that,
for each of these Hunter and Huntington units, continuing to operate the unit would provide a net
benefit of between $0 and $31 million relative to retiring the unit in 2022. 64 But these analyses
did not account for any SCR requirements. And the relatively small benefits found under these
analyses are far lower than the cost of an SCR.
If the Hunter or Huntington units do face SCR requirements in the 2020s, earlier retirement
would likely be an economically preferable compliance option to installing pollution controls.
And if PacifiCorp were to conclude that accelerated retirement is the lower-cost approach, it
should promptly phase down life-extending capital expenditures at these units. However, for
now, the Company is evidently planning to continue to spend at Hunter Units 1 and 2 and
Huntington Units 1 and 2 as though they will continue to operate through at least the mid-2030s.
The Company’s workpapers indicate that it plans to spend more than
on runrate
65
capital at each of these units over period from 2019 through 2035. In addition, the Company’s
investment plans for each of these units include at least one year with more than
in
66
runrate capital expenditures between 2020 and 2023. Such investment levels may not be
advisable in light of the SCR risks facing the Hunter and Huntington units.

-

Sierra Club recommends that the Commission require PacifiCorp to more rigorously factor in the
regulatory risks facing the Hunter and Huntington units in its next IRP. While it was reasonable
for PacifiCorp to exclude some uncertain compliance costs from its initial unit-specific economic
coal assessments in this IRP, the Company should have quantitatively evaluated the implications
of likely and potential requirements for the economic viability of its units. In particular, the
Company should have evaluated whether its planned ongoing capital expenditures are reasonable
in light of regulatory and other economic risks facing its units.
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More generally, Sierra Club recommends that the Commission require PacifiCorp to conduct
unit-specific and stacked coal retirement assessments as part of its next IRP. In the current
rapidly evolving market environment, in which coal plants face a wide range of economic and
environmental challenges, it is critical that the Company continue to assess the viability of its
coal units. Sierra Club views the coal retirement decisions resulting from this IRP as a first step,
rather than a final plan, in PacifiCorp’s transition to a cleaner resource mix.
7. NEAR TERM EMISSION REDUCTIONS ARE DRIVEN BY DISPATCH, NOT
PORTFOLIO CHANGES.
PacifiCorp crows that its resource plan will “dramatically reduce its greenhouse gas emissions
over the next 20 years,” stating that “by 2030, PacifiCorp will have reduced greenhouse
emissions by nearly 60 percent from 2005 levels.” 67 However, through 2027, the majority of
emissions reductions from today are forecast to be driven by dispatch decisions, not by changes
to PacifiCorp’s portfolio. Unlike resource build and retirement decisions, dispatch decisions are
subject to the whims of fuel prices, the construction of long-term fuel contracts, the actions of
neighboring utilities, state and federal policies, and PacifiCorp’s decisions to enter or withdraw
various generating units from the EIM. In contrast, the impact of PacifiCorp’s plans to retire
specific units and replace those units with non-emitting generation can easily be assessed. It is
misleading for PacifiCorp to claim substantial near-term emissions reductions from this IRP.
Coal-fired units that PacifiCorp has previously forecasted would reduce generation and
emissions have not hewed to PacifiCorp’s prior projections.

-

-.,. _

A review of PacifiCorp’s workpapers indicates that the Company estimated CO2 emissions of
tons in 2019, and anticipates those emissions falling to
tons by 2027, a
reduction of
. However, of the
of emissions reductions over the next
decade, nearly percent (or
tons) are achieved through downward dispatch of the
Company’s coal fleet.

-

If the Company were to retain today’s level of dispatch, we would anticipate only an
reduction in emissions through 2027. While the IRP sets an expectation of emissions reductions,
it would not lead to meaningful reductions in near- to mid-term greenhouse gas emissions. The
real reductions in PacifiCorp’s plan only occur after the retirement of Dave Johnston and
Colstrip in 2027, and Jim Bridger 2 in 2028.
We recommend that in review of this and future IRPs, the Company and Commission conduct a
backwards-looking assessment to determine if emissions reductions driven by dispatch decisions
are meaningful.
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8. SOLAR COST ASSUMPTIONS DO NOT REFLECT INDUSTRY-STANDARD
ESTIMATES.
Sierra Club is concerned that the solar resource fixed O&M assumptions used in PacifiCorp’s
IRP modeling were unreasonably high. The Supply Side Resource table contained in the IRP
includes an assumption that solar resources will face fixed O&M costs of around $22 per kWyear. 68 This assumption are approximately double those indicated by industry-standard sources
such as Lazard’s levelized cost of energy reports and the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory’s (NREL) Annual Technology Baseline (ATB) reports. Lazard’s latest analysis
estimates utility-scale solar fixed O&M costs to be between $9 and $12 per kW-year. 69 NREL’s
2019 ATB estimates 2019 solar fixed O&M costs of about $13 per kW-year, with costs declining
in real terms over time. 70
Since PacifiCorp is not committing to particular new generation resources at this time, its higher
cost assumptions may not directly affect the resources it builds. The Company’s all-source RFP
should reveal the actual costs of developing new solar resources within PacifiCorp’s service
territory. However, the IRP O&M cost assumptions do affect the coal unit retirement decisions
that PacifiCorp is making in this IRP. This IRP has established solar (typically paired with
storage) as a least-cost replacement resource in the Company’s service territory. Thus, the
Company’s unreasonably high solar fixed O&M cost assumptions likely biased the Company’s
analysis against the selection of further coal retirements. This is another reason that the Company
must re-evaluate the economics of its coal units, using up-to-date alternative resource
assumptions informed by recent RFPs, in its next IRP.
9. SECURITIZATION PROVIDES INCREASED SAVINGS FROM INCREMENTAL
COAL UNIT RETIREMENTS.
Utilities, regulators, and stakeholders across the country have recognized that substantial
remaining coal plant asset balances constitute one of the most substantial barriers to the
retirement of non-economic coal plants. Proposing to retire a plant before the end of its
depreciable life may risk regulators disallowing unrecovered capital, which is a serious
disincentive for retirement. Indeed, multiple utilities have indicated—publicly—that the risk
posed to investors through the disallowance of remaining asset balances is one of the steepest
barriers to retirement, even when a coal unit is clearly non-economic on a forward-looking basis.
Sierra Club has been, and remains, concerned that this disincentive has historically influenced
PacifiCorp’s decisions not to assess its existing coal plants, and may continue to influence those
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decisions. This despite the fact that no Commission has ever ordered a disallowance on
remaining asset balance when a coal unit has been retired economically. 71
Alternatively, ratepayers have expressed concern upon the economic retirement of non-viable
coal plants when utilities seek accelerated depreciation: excessive depreciation costs can drive
temporary rate increases and an (incorrect) perception that ratepayers are paying both for new
assets and the retiring asset.
To soften ratepayer impacts, provide regulatory certainty to utilities, and ensure that prudently
incurred past capital is returned to the utility, several states have designed mechanisms for
ratepayer-backed bonds, casually referred to as “securitization.” 72 Under securitization, a utility
is authorized to issue a bond in the amount of its remaining plant balance when a unit is retired.
The payments on the bond are collected directly from ratepayers under a non-bypassable charge,
guaranteeing continuity and low risk, and allowing the bond to be issued at a very low cost. The
utility is immediately returned its outstanding capital, and ratepayers realize substantial savings
by reducing their return on investment (typically 7-9%) to a bond charge (3-4%) and extending
the life of the payment. To date, both the New Mexico and Colorado legislature have authorized
securitization bills that allow investor-owned utilities to create ratepayer-backed bonds and
harness excess savings to re-invest in impacted communities that host coal mines and plants.
Similar bills are being debated in Missouri, North Carolina, Montana, and—importantly for
PacifiCorp—Utah.
Aside from providing regulatory certainty for the utility, softening rate impacts for consumers,
and potentially providing funds for impacted communities, securitization tangibly reduces the
present value cost of retiring non-economic units and should be examined or considered by
utilities facing substantial retirement decisions, like PacifiCorp. In most forward-looking
resource planning exercises, including PacifiCorp’s, utilities consider prior capital costs and
remaining plant balance to be “sunk.” This assumption implies that the return of and return on a
utility’s prior expenditures is unaffected by the retirement dates of its generation units. Thus,
those prior incurred capital costs are irrelevant to forward-looking resource planning. In general,
Sierra Club agrees with this modeling frame. However, when unique opportunities, such as
securitization, are presented, it is worth examining whether the implementation of these types of
programs substantively changes the core assumption that the rate of recovery on remaining plant
balances will be unaffected by a unit’s retirement date.

71

The only example of a utility being issued a partial disallowance is through a stipulation agreed to by Public
Service New Mexico in the 2015 abandonment of San Juan Units 2 & 3.
72
See, e.g., , Uday Varadarajan, David Posner, Jeremy Fisher, Harnessing Financial Tools to Transform the Electric
Sector, Sierra Club (2018) available at https://www.sierraclub.org/sites/www.sierraclub.org/files/sierra-clubharnessing-financial-tools-electric-sector.pdf.
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The net impact of implem enting a securitization framework for PacifiC01p would be to reduce
the cost of retirement for non-economic coal plants, thus potentially allowing for the acceleration
of economic retirements. The present value cost differential between the full recove1y of and on
rem aining plant balance and securitizing remaining plant balance is a credit to ratepayers
contingent on the retirement of a plant- i.e. , ratepayers may realize a substantial present value
savings through securitization, which itself is only triggered if a plant is retired.
To assess the value of securitization to PacifiC01p , Sie1rn Club examined the remaining plant
balance at PacifiC01p's coal units and then examined the benefits of securitization in the
accelerated retirement of the Jim Bridger plant (case P-36).
According to PacifiC01p 's 2018 depreciation study, filed in Oregon,73 PacifiC01p is holding
more than $3.5 billion in rem aining plant balance at its existing coal fleet (see Table 3, below).
This is ce1tainly a large enough balance that the Company might perceive a recove1y risk even
through the retirement of non-economic coal-fired units. In some cases, like N aughton, the
remaining plant balance is greater than the overnight cost of new capacity, on a dollar per
kilowatt bas is, largely due to the Company's relatively recent investments in expensive emission
control equipment.

Table 3. Remaining plant balance at PacifiCorp coal units, from OPUC UM 1968

Craig
Hayden
Hunter
Huntington
Colstrie
Cholla
Dave Johnston
Naughton
Bridger
Total

Net Remaining
Plant Balance
$108,460,937
$52,193,838
$790,856,960
$503,005, 127
$117,449,782
$280,062,888
$464,638,268
$420,752,026
$8 12,23 1,901
$3,549,651,727

Percent of
Total
3%
1%

22%
14%
3%
8%
13%
12%
23%
100%

Ca
164
77
1,158
909
148
387
755
357
1,409
$5,364

$/kW of
Remaining Plant
Balance
$661
$678
$683
$553
$794
$724
$615
$ 1,179
$576

Revising the Company's depreciation schedules to match the preferred po1tfolio (P-45), the $812
million remaining Bridger plant balance will be recovered through 2023, 2028, 2037, an d 2037

73

In the Matter ofPACIFICORP, dba PACIFIC POWER, Application for Authority to Implement Revised
Depreciation Rates , Docket No. UM 1968 (Or. Pub. Util. Comm'n Sept. 13, 2018).
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for Units 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, at a total ratepayer cost of $896 million.74 This schedule
entails accelerating depreciation at Bridger Units 1 and 2 from 2028 and 2032, respectively. If
the Company were to instead retain its cmTent depreciation rates and seek to securitize its
remaining balance at the retirement of Bridger Units 1 and 2 in 2023 and 2028, respectively, the
total ratepayer costs would be reduced to $866 million, a $30 million savings for ratepayers (see
Table 4, below).
Table 4. Remaining plant balance, ratepayer cost, and securitization benefit for P-45
(Preferred Portfolio)
Remaining
Plant
Balance,
Dec 2020

Ratepayer
Costs w/
Savings from
Retirement Ratepayer Securitization Securitization Securitization
(NPV)
(NPV)
Costs (NPV)
Year
Year

Jim Bridger 1

$126,930,146

2023

$142,857,283

2023

$122,810,812

$20,046,471

Jim Bridger 2

$154,279,480

2028

$171,094,014

2028

$160,885,026

$10,208,988

Jim Bridger 3

$249,281,973

2037

$273,174,107

NA

$273,174,107

$-

Jim Bridger 4

$281 ,740,303

2037

$308,973,751

NA

$308,973,751

$-

Total

$812,231,901

$865,843,697

$30,255,459

$896,099,155

The ratepayer savings are even more substantial if the entirety of Jim Bridger is retired in 2025,
following case P-36, rather than according to the schedule proposed in the PrefetTed Po1ifolio.
Without securitization, the accelerated incursion of remediation costs at Jim Bridger drives up
overall ratepayer costs by just under $5 million. However, if, instead of accelerating
depreciation, PacifiC01p securitized the remaining plant balance at retirement in 2025, it would
drive the overall cost of recove1y for remaining plant balance to $770 million, a savings of $131
million (see Table 5). These savings would offset most of PacifiC01p 's estimated benefit of
retaining Bridger Units 3 an d 4 beyond 2025. 75 fu combination with the cotTection of the issues
identified elsewhere in these comments-including unnecessaiy addition of "reliability
resources," mistaken application of coal mine capital cost assumptions, understated coal prices,
and overstated replacement resource costs- accounting for the effects of securitization would
likely render the earlier retirement of Bridger Units 3 and 4 cost-effective.

74

Accounting for decommissioning and salvage, as well as accumulated defen-ed income taxes. Present value of
revenue requirements for remaining plant balance net of salvage through end of depreciation period.
75
PacifiCorp 2019 IRP, Volume I, p. 232 (PacifiCorp's "mid" PaR results indicate po1tfolio P-36CP costs $221
million more than po1tfolio P-45CP).
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Table 5. Remaining plant balance, ratepayer cost, and securitization benefit for P-36 (Jim
Bridger retires in 2025)
Remaining
Plant
Balance,
Dec 2020

Ratepayer
Costs w/
Savings from
Retirement Ratepayer
Securitization Securitization Securitization
(NPV)
(NPV)
Costs (NPV) Year
Year

Jim Bridger 1

$126,930,146

2025

$ 142,047,358

2025

$ 132,706,063

$9,341,295

Jim Bridger 2

$154,279,480

2025

$ 172,100,582

2025

$ 149,570,781

$22,529,801

Jim Bridger 3

$249,281 ,973

2025

$275,130,611

2025

$228,624,146

$46,506,465

Jim Bridger 4

$281 ,740,303

2025

$311 ,623,078

2025

$258,706,337

$52,916,741

Total

$812,231,901

$769,607,327

$131,294,302

$900,901,629

PacifiCorp does not cunently have authorization to securitize remaining plant balances in Utah
or Oregon. However, it may have such authorization in Idaho, and lawmakers are considering
such legislation in Utah and Wyoming. The success of achieving such authorizations are largely
driven by the motivations of a utility. If PacifiCorp saw fit to demonstrate that there are utility,
ratepayer, and community benefits from securitizaton, it could drive legislative processes toward
the necessary authorizations.
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